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Abstract

Normal estimation in point clouds is a crucial first step for numerous algorithms, from surface reconstruction and scene understanding to rendering. A recurrent issue when estimating normals is to make appropriate decisions close to sharp features, not to smooth edges, or when the sampling density is not uniform, to prevent bias. Rather than resorting to manually-designed geometric priors, we propose to learn how to make these decisions, using ground-truth data made from synthetic scenes. For this, we project a discretized Hough space representing normal directions onto a structure amenable to deep learning. The resulting normal estimation method outperforms most of the time the state of the art regarding robustness to outliers, to noise and to point density variation, in the presence of sharp edges, while remaining fast, scaling up to millions of points.

1. Introduction

Numerous algorithms have been developed to process point clouds, such as geometric primitive extraction [SWK07], surface reconstruction [BDLGM14, CLP10], 3D navigation [FGMP14], and point-based rendering [RL00, ZPVBG01, ABCO\textsuperscript{03}], just to name a few. For many of them, the performance significantly depends on the quality of normals estimated at each point.

Normal estimation is a well-studied topic. The problem is to infer the local orientation of the unknown surface underlying a point cloud. A good estimator should not be sensitive to outliers, to noise and to variations of point density, which are common due to the way point clouds are captured, e.g., as merged laser scans, fusion of depth images, or structure-from-motion. Non-uniform sampling, with possible anisotropic bias, occurs ordinarily due to varying incidences on scanned surfaces. Moreover, as many captured scenes include man-made objects, they generally feature sharp edges and corners, that have to be preserved and not smoothed. Last, estimation should be fast, typically to scale to millions of points.

We propose here a novel method for normal estimation in unorganized point clouds, that is robust to noise, to outliers and to density variation, in the presence of sharp edges. It is based on a robust randomized Hough transform [BM12], but rather than designing explicit criteria to select a normal from the accumulator, we learn a function for doing it using a convolutional neural network (CNN). To our knowledge, this is the first application of deep learning techniques to this kind of task, for unstructured 3D data. It outperforms most of the time the state-of-the-art of normal estimation.

2. Related work

Hoppe et al. [HDD\textsuperscript{*}92] compute the tangent plane at a given point by regression on neighboring points. Spheres [GG07] and quadrics [CP05] have also been used to better adapt to the neighborhood and to the shape of the underlying surface. Optimal neighborhood sizes can be computed, w.r.t. curvature, sampling density and noise, to minimize the estimation error [MNG04]. However, while being robust to noise, these methods remain sensitive to outliers. Improvements have been proposed to address robustness to outliers and non-uniformity, using adaptive weights [HLZ\textsuperscript{*}09]. Yet, all regression-based methods tend to smooth the normals at sharp features. Moreover, a higher robustness to outliers is usually obtained using a larger neighborhood, which makes sharp features even smoother. Minimizing the $\ell_1$ [ASGCO10] or $\ell_0$ norm [SSW15] is robust to sharp features but quite slow. Moving least squares [ABCO\textsuperscript{03}, PKKG03] and local kernel regression [ÖGG09] estimate normals as the gradient of an implicit surface, preserving sharp features, but requiring reliable normal priors as input.

Dey and Goswami [DG04] propose an original approach based on the Voronoi cells of the point cloud. The normal is chosen as the cell direction with the largest extension. It is robust to sharp features, but sensitive to noise. To address it, Alliez et al. [ACSTD07] treat cell distortion due to noise using a PCA-Voronoi approach to create elongated cell sets grouping adjacent Voronoi cells.

Li et al. [LSK\textsuperscript{*}10] use sample consensus (SAC), efficiently treating noisy data and sharp features. The main drawbacks are a lack of adaptation to point density variations and a high computational time. Another line of work is based on the determination of consistent point clusters in a neighborhood to better estimate normals near edges and corners. Zhang et al. [ZCL\textsuperscript{*}13] extract such clusters using low-rank subspace clustering with prior knowledge. Their method yields accurate normals, but is very slow. Using the same idea, Liu et al. [LZC\textsuperscript{*}15] overcome this issue by using a different representation for subspaces, and clustering only a subset of the points before propagating the results to adjacent points. The method is much faster while being as accurate as [ZCL\textsuperscript{*}13].
Hough transform is a popular tool for shape extraction [Hou62]. It is based on a change of space where the desired shape is represented by a point. Shape hypotheses populate the bins of an accumulator mapped onto this space, and the most densely populated bins identify the shapes to extract [DH72, IK88]. Originally designed for simple 2D primitive extraction in images [TM78, Dav88, SW02], it has since then been used for various purposes from 3D primitive extraction [BELN11], recognition and classification [KPW*10, PWP*11], to general model selection [Bal81]. To improve speed and scalability, Kiriyati et al. [KEB91] propose a probabilistic version of the Hough transform where only a subset of the input points vote in the accumulator. A high computational efficiency is reached with the Randomized Hough Transform [XO93], where the points do not vote for all the possible shapes. Shape hypotheses are made by drawing the minimal number of points to parameterize the shape, and each such drawn hypothesis corresponds to one vote in the accumulator. It results in a sharper accumulator distribution and a faster model selection. However, it may be difficult to tune the number of hypotheses to draw before a model is estimated from the votes. The Robust Randomized Hough Transform (RRHT) addresses it [BM12].

Convolutional neural networks, starting with LeNet5 [LBD*89], are architected as a sequence of convolutional and pooling layers, followed by fully-connected layers. They were mostly used in image classification, outperforming other methods by a large margin [KSH12]. Increasing layer number [SLJ14] and size [ZF14], and using dropout to treat overfitting [HSK*12], they have been successfully applied, e.g., to object detection [GDDM14], segmentation [LSD15b] and localization [SEZ*14]. Work on normal estimation with CNNs focuses on using as input RGB images [LSD*15a, WFG15], or possibly RGB-D [BRG16], but not sparse data such as unstructured 3D point clouds. CNN-based techniques have been applied to 3D data though, but with a voxel-based perspective [WSK*15], which is not accurate enough for normal estimation. Techniques to efficiently apply CNN-based methods to sparse data have been proposed too [Gra15], but they mostly focus on efficiency issues, to exploit sparsity; applications are 3D object recognition, again with voxel-based granularity, and analysis of space-time objects. An older, neuron-inspired approach [JIS03] is more relevant to normal estimation in 3D point clouds but it actually addresses the more difficult task of meshing. It uses a stochastic regularization based on neighbors, but the so-called “learning process” actually is just a local iterative optimization.

3. Motivation and overview of our approach

Learning normal estimation. Normal estimation can be formulated as a discrete classification problem in Hough space. Let $\hat{n}_p$ be a normal estimated at point $p$ of point cloud $P$, and $n^*_p$ the ground truth normal. The problem is to find a set of normals $\{\hat{n}_p\}_{p \in P}$ s.t.:

$$\{\hat{n}_p\}_{p \in P} = \arg\min_{\{n_p\}_{p \in P}} \sum_{p \in P} \phi(n_p, n^*_p)$$

(1)

where $\phi(\ldots)$ is a distance function, such as the $\ell_2$ distance. The traditional Hough-based approach consists in first associating a normal $n_b$ to each bin $b$ of an accumulator and then, for each point $p$ and associated filled accumulator $a_p$, selecting a bin $\hat{b}_p$, and thus a normal $n^*_p$. The problem becomes a discrete version of (1):

$$\{\hat{b}_p\}_{p \in P} = \arg\min_{\{b_p\}_{p \in P}} \sum_{p \in P} \phi(n^*_p, n^*_p)$$

(2)

In practice, $n^*_p$ is unknown and $\hat{b}_p$ is estimated at each point with a classifier over the accumulator $a_p$.

[BM12] uses a very simple classifier: the most probable bin w.r.t. the empirical probability distribution of normals in Hough space. As pointed out in the paper itself, this selection process is subject to space discretization. To overcome this effect, the authors estimate a normal several times at $p$, randomly rotating the accumulator to change discretization boundaries. The final normal is a function of these few estimated normals, e.g., the average normal of the most voted cluster of normals. While this trick reduces discretization effects, it significantly increases the computation time and introduces additional parameters. In this paper, we directly address Eq. (1) as a continuous problem. We want to construct a function $\psi$ such that, given a filled accumulator $a_p$, we produce:

$$\psi(a_p) = \hat{n}_p$$

(3)

This regression problem is more difficult than classification in that the regressor response covers a continuous space, not just a set of discrete values. We actually want to learn function $\psi$, using a CNN.

CNNs for estimating normals in point clouds. Deep learning is good at making decisions in complex settings, especially when a large number of unknown factors have a nonlinear influence. In particular, CNNs are very efficient on tasks such as object classification and detection, including when objects are severely occluded. CNNs can also address regression problems such as object pose estimation [PCFG12]. These same properties seem appropriate as well for the task of learning how to estimate normals, including in the presence of noise and when several normal candidates are possible near sharp features of the underlying surface.

The question, however, is how to interpret the local neighborhood of a 3D point as an image-like input that can be fed to a CNN. If the point cloud is structured, as given by a depth sensor, the depth map is a natural choice as CNN input. But if the point cloud is unstructured, it is not clear what to do. In this case, we propose to associate an image-like representation to the local neighborhood of a 3D point via a Hough transform. In this image (cf. Section 4), a pixel corresponds to a normal direction, and its intensity measures the number of votes for that direction; besides, pixel adjacency relates to closeness of directions. It is a planar map of the empirical probability of the different possible directions. Then, just as a CNN for ordinary images can exploit the local correlation of pixels to denoise the underlying information, a CNN for these Hough-based direction maps (cf. Section 5) might also be able to handle noise, identifying a flat peak around one direction. Similarly, just as a CNN for images can learn a robust recognizer, a CNN for direction maps might be able to make uncompromising decisions near sharp features, when different normals are candidate, opting for one specific direction rather than trading off for an average, smoothed normal. Moreover, outliers can be ignored in a simple way by limiting the size of the neighborhood, thus reducing or preventing the influence of points lying far from a more densely sampled surface.
RRHT. Applying a Hough transform to estimate the normal at a given 3D point \( p \), [BM12] propose a three-step algorithm:

1. **Hypothesis generation.** Hypotheses are generated by randomly selecting three points in the neighborhood of \( p \), which defines a plane and thus a possible normal direction.
2. **Vote in Hough space.** Each hypothesis votes in a 2D spherical accumulator, parameterized by spherical coordinates \( \theta \) and \( \phi \).
3. **Election of a normal.** Finally, the estimated normal is the average of directions in the most voted bin of the accumulator.

A contribution of [BM12] regarding running time is a robust statistical criterion to safely stop picking new hypotheses, after

\[
T^* = \frac{1}{2\varepsilon^2} \ln \left( \frac{2M}{1 - \alpha} \right)
\]

are drawn, where \( M \) is the number of bins of the accumulator, \( \alpha \in [0, 1] \) is the confidence level, and \( \varepsilon \in [0, 1] \) is the maximum distance between the empirical distribution and the theoretical distribution. The resulting method is robust to noise, outliers and sharp features but, as mentioned above, it is sensitive to bin discretization.

Our CNN-based method, pictured on Figure 1, keeps the same hypothesis generation scheme as [BM12], as described above (step 1), including the robust stopping criterion of Eq. (4). However, we change the accumulator and voting (step 2) to create an image structure amenable to deep learning. Besides, the estimation of a normal from a filled accumulator (step 3) is now the application of a learned function that directly yields two coordinates representing the estimated direction. It significantly reduces the discretization effect and improves normal selection while remaining fast.

Our contributions are as follows:

- We show how to reliably map a Hough accumulator for normal estimation into an image that can be used as input of a CNN.
- We demonstrate that a CNN can learn how to estimate a normal from such an image-accumulator.
- We define an efficient way to take point density variation into account (which could actually be used in [BM12] as well).
- We show how the sensitivity to the size of the neighborhood can be addressed in our framework.
- We provide experiments showing that our method outperforms most of the time the state-of-the-art of normal estimation.

4. **An accumulator for CNN input**

**Accumulator design.** The form of a Hough accumulator is well known to have a strong impact on the efficiency and quality of shape extraction. The more adapted to the shape (with little bias when voting), the better. To this end, [BM12] exploit a spherical accumulator, proposed earlier for plane extraction [BELN11].

In our case, we want the accumulator to be mapped to the input of a CNN. We chose a simple square image-accumulator: a 2D regular grid of size \( M = m \times m \). Given a normal \( n = (n_x, n_y, n_z) \), the coordinates of the vote \( x, y \) in the accumulator are given by:

\[
(x, y) = \left( \frac{n_x + m}{2}, \frac{n_y + m}{2} \right)
\]

Note that, when back-projected on the sphere, the sizes of the bins are not similar, as illustrated on Figure 2. This accumulator design thus leads to distortions that could affect vote count and bin selection. However, correcting the contribution of each bin is just a constant factor, that the network can easily learn. (We checked that reweighting votes explicitly does not lead to significant changes.) With this simple scheme, the image-accumulator can be filled very efficiently, not even requiring trigonometric computations.

In our experiments, the size of this image-accumulator is set \( M = 33 \times 33 = 1089 \) bins. However, given it is filled as if projected from an accumulator sphere, only a circular area is used, i.e., roughly \( 1089 \times \pi/4 \) bins. This is 5 times more than [BM12], where \( M = 171 \). As a result, the bin discretization effect is greatly reduced with our approach. Besides, no accumulator rotation or shift is required.

**Accumulator normalization.** To reduce pattern variations and facilitate learning, we normalize the image-accumulator, as pictured on Figure 3. The 3D coordinate system is first rotated according to a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of \( N_p \), the points in the neighborhood of \( p \); the rotation aligns the \( z \)-axis on the smallest eigenvector. To further improve stability, we perform an in-plane...
rotation after 3D points are projected onto the accumulator plane: using a second, 2D PCA, we align the largest eigenvector along the x-axis. A similar effect could be achieved by directly performing a single 3D rotation aligning the second largest 3D eigenvalue along the x-axis. However, it is not equivalent because of the projection from a point on the sphere to a plane, and it is less stable than doing it after projection on the accumulator plane. Examples of projected and rotated accumulators are shown in Figure 4.

These uses of PCA do not always guarantee consistent accumulator normalization. Still, when the PCA-induced rotations are not stable, their instability is irrelevant or potentially manageable by the network. Indeed, when on a smooth but possibly noisy surface, the mass of votes focuses around one main 3D direction. This results in a centered blob after 3D PCA and 2D projection (cf. Figure 4a). Its orientation after 2D PCA and rotation can be unstable, but it is little relevant because what really matters is the presence of a peak towards the center of the image, which a network can easily learn in all orientations. When the point is close to an edge, the votes focus on one arc of the sphere of directions. The main axis of the 3D PCA aligns with the arc center and the main axis of the 2D PCA aligns with the arc spanning (cf. Figure 4b). Last, when the point is close to a corner, there are as many focalization directions as main featureless surfaces supporting the corner (cf. Figure 4c).

In this case, the main axis of the 3D PCA aligns more or less with the general direction of the corner, but the 2D PCA can be unstable. If there is a prominent surface, the eigenvalues of the 2D PCA might be different enough to rotate its normal near the x-axis. If there is no such prominent surface, the rotation has little meaning. It is the most difficult situation the CNN has to learn. However, the non-locality and nonlinearity of the network have the potential to cope with the variety of situations, learning enough elements of information to generalize well, just as a CNN for detection can cope with occluded objects. We also leverage on the ability to generate a large amount of training data for various configurations.

5. A CNN for normal estimation

CNN architecture. Our task does not require a fancy network architecture. We chose a small-sized network for a low processing time. It is based on LeNet [LBD+89], a simple network yet proven to be adaptable to various estimation problems in image processing. It is illustrated on Figure 5. It is composed of four convolutional layers, two max poolings and four fully connected layers. Most of the parameters are in the fully-connected (FC) layers.

The convolutional nature of this network contributes to the capacity of handling noise by potentially smoothing out accidental peaks. Nonlinearity, provided by max poolings and ReLUs, gives rise to the ability to choose between different peaks based on their local shape. And the global choice among possible normals originates from a non purely local analysis of the direction map given both by the max poolings and the fully-connected layers. We do not pretend it is the best architecture for this task, yet that it is meaningful.

(We also experimented with an architecture made from fully-connected layers; it does not perform as well, cf. Section 8.) We train this network using mean square error ($\ell_2$ penalization):

$$\{n_p^*\} = \arg\min_{\{n_p\}} \sum_{p \in P} (n_p - n_p^*)^2$$

Training data. To train this network, we generate synthetic ground-truth examples. We create uniformly sampled point clouds over corners with different angles. Angles are uniformly drawn between 80° and 160°. Examples of such point clouds are shown on Figure 6. We generate point sets with 5000 points and randomly pick 1000 points in each set, for which we compute the corresponding accumulator. The training data contain 100,000 such filled accumulators. These learning samples (corners with varying angles) represent the most common situations of sharp features in real data. They are used to learn proper decisions near both edges and corners. We then rely on the ability of the network to generalize and treat partial data, as is the case for occlusion in object detection. It allows the network to treat more complex situations than just 3-side corners. Regression for noisy data, which is the general case, is learned from points far enough from the edges and the corner.

To be more realistic and provide robustness, we also add noise to the training data. In our experiments, we use a Gaussian noise for learning the network. However, it is not intrinsic to the method, as in [LSK*10]; other noise models could have been used too. We also use a Gaussian noise for testing on synthetic data, as in [LSK*10, BM12, LZC*15]. However, little bias is to be expected because the noise level varies for each training sample, with a standard deviation randomly drawn in [0%, 200%] of the mean distance between the points in the cloud, while the noise level is fixed for evaluation. For tests on real data, the noise is as present in the data.

Figure 4: Examples of accumulators. Gray levels reflect the number of votes (negative images for readability: darker for more votes). The red point marks the true normal, the green point, the most voted bin. From left to right: (a) point on a rough but featureless surface, (b) point close to an edge, (c) point close to a 3-plane corner.
Training process. For each point \( p \) in the training set, we consider a fixed neighborhood size \( K = 100 \) neighbors in our experiments) in which we sample triplets of points, filling \( p \)'s accumulator accordingly (cf. Section 4). It creates a gray-level image, in which we scale the pixel values so that the pixel of the most voted bin is white (highest intensity). As the corresponding ground-truth normal at \( p \) is known, it provides input-output examples to train the network. When learning, we randomly choose 75\% of these data for actual training. The rest is used to check that learning does not overfit.

6. Dealing with density variation

Density variation, with possible anisotropic bias, is a common phenomenon in real-world point clouds. For example, a lidar acquires data from a single viewpoint, typically with regular angular steps for azimuth and elevation, sampling more densely surfaces with low incidence. Figure 7 illustrates this situation with a detail of a DFC 2015 aerial lidar tile with normal estimation. Roofs are more densely sampled than facade walls. The cross-section illustrates the handling (or not) of density variation.

Figure 7: Detail of a DFC 2015 aerial lidar tile with normal estimation. Roofs are more densely sampled than facade walls. The cross-section illustrates the handling (or not) of density variation.

Figure 8: Different sampling density on each face, and method variants with different levels of robustness to this density variation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variant of CNN 3s</th>
<th>Not robust</th>
<th>Robust</th>
<th>Robust discretized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Running time (s)</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>52.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Running time on a DFC 2015 tile detail (185k points).

However, picking random neighboring points according to this local scale is quite slow. It requires computing an array of the cumulative sums of local scales, sorting it, and given a random number, searching the corresponding point in the array. To overcome this issue, we discretize the search space: we compute the min and max local scales and divide this range into \( k_s \) equal intervals. (In our experiments, \( k_s = 5 \) performs well.) We then compute the score of each interval (the sum of all local scales of points in the segment), and randomly pick a segment according to this score. Last, we pick a point in this interval with a uniform probability. Robust discretized normal estimation with this optimization is illustrated on Figures 7b and 8c. The quality is almost as good as with the non-discretized version (RMS error 5.5° vs 5.6° in Figures 8b-8c), while being significantly faster, as can be seen on Table 1.

This way to deal with non-uniform densities is much more efficient than what was proposed in [BM12] where, to sample a 3D point, a ball is first uniformly sampled in which the point is then sampled. While it provides good robustness to density variation, it considerably slows down normal estimation. Note that our way of handling density variation could also be used to speed up [BM12].

7. Multiscale approach

Many normal estimation methods rely on a scale parameter. It usually corresponds to the size of the neighborhood to consider. It can be interpreted as the scale at which the scene should be observed, or the distance under which regularization is allowed. However it is often difficult to tune this parameter, in particular for points clouds with high density variation where different neighborhood sizes would be necessary for a robust and accurate estimation. A solution is to use non-parametric methods such as proposed by Dey and Goswami [DG04], but accuracy drops when noise is high.

To improve robustness near sharp edges, we propose a simple variant of our method using a multiscale approach. The fact is the input of the CNN can be easily modified to create a multicanal tensor input, like RGB channels for processing color images. Here our channels are the accumulators computed for different neighborhood sizes, which the PCA-based normalization can roughly align for consistency. In our experiments, we explore two multiscale approaches, with 3 and 5 scales. Given a neighborhood size of \( K \) neighbors, the neighborhood sizes are \( K/2, K \) and 2\( K \) for the 3-scale scheme and \( K/4, K/2, K, 2K \) and 4\( K \) for the 5-scale scheme.

Note that with a monoscale Hough accumulator, as with the one in [BM12], a sample of 3D points votes for one direction regardless of its location, whether it is close or far from the point considered for normal estimation. But using simultaneously different scales provides a form of distance sensitivity: a 3D point sample may contribute to a direction at a given scale, but not at another scale because the corresponding neighborhood size is smaller. As illustrated in the experiment section, this distance sensitivity seems to be enough (w.r.t. a location sensitivity) to reach a high accuracy.
8. Evaluation

Our method has 4 main parameters, which are set as follows:
- the accumulator size $M = 33 \times 33$,
- the number of hypothesis to pick $T = 1000$,
- the neighborhood size $K = |N_p| = 100$ (for training & testing),
- the neighborhood size for estimating a local scale $k_{\text{dens}} = 5$.

$T = 1000$ corresponds to an allowed deviation from the theoretical accumulator distribution of $\varepsilon = 0.073$ for $\alpha = 0.95$. $K$ is the only practical parameter. For comparison purposes, we set $K = 100$ for all methods, except [DG04] which does not take any neighborhood size as parameter. For a fair comparison, tests with [BM12] use exactly the same parameters as ours (i.e., $T$, $K$). For multiscale CNN, we use: for 3 scales (CNN 3s), $K=50, 100, 200$, and for 5 scales (CNN 5s), $K=32, 64, 128, 256, 512$.

We consider two different scores for quantitative evaluation: the root mean square (RMS) deviation and the number of points for which the deviation is less than a given angle. The RMS is a standard error measure. It provides a good idea of the overall performance of an algorithm. It is defined by:

$$RMS = \sqrt{\frac{1}{|P|} \sum_{p \in P} (\hat{n}_p - n^*_p)^2} \quad (7)$$

However, this measure does not favor sharp behaviors. Indeed, smoothing the normals of points close to an edge results in a smaller RMS than choosing the normal of the wrong side of the edge. A less compromising error measure, better suited w.r.t. “visual” applications such as rendering, is to count the proportion of good points (PGP), i.e., whose error is under a given threshold; as in [LZC*15], we study 5° and 10° maximum deviation.

Experiments on synthetic data. Figure 9 shows the impact of an increasing Gaussian noise on RMS and PGP for various simple geometric models. We tested our method and its variants against five methods from the literature: [DG04], [LSK*10], [BM12], [HDD*92] and [CP05]. All these methods are available on the Internet, or the code were granted to us by the authors. We also added as baseline a simpler neural network made of 3 fully connected layers with interleaved ReLUs (NN 3FC). For very low levels of noise, the best method is [DG04], but it rapidly degrades as noise increases. The regression methods [HDD*92, CP05] perform better at high noise, when the surface details are lost in the noise and very difficult to retrieve. Between those two extreme cases, our multiscale approaches perform best. Larger neighborhoods provide better robustness for high noise, while small scales give maintain good results for low noise. The comparison to the NN 3FC baseline...
shows that our good results cannot be attributed to the Hough representation only. Whereas a simple neural network regressor tends to produce smoother predictions (closer to the planar regression), our CNN approach is more discriminative.

To evaluate the gains of the Hough transform for normal estimation using a CNN, we implemented another baseline method. Once the point neighborhood has been oriented via 3D PCA, we compute a depth map. The depth direction is the axis of the smallest eigenvalue. This depth map has the same dimension as the accumulator in our method. We build a corresponding learning set as for our method, and train the same network architecture. Figure 10 shows the comparison between our Hough-based method and this depth-map-based baseline. Our method performs significantly better regarding PGP, while having a slightly higher RMS. The depth map is not as regular as the Hough accumulator for learning.

We could not compare to [ZCL*13] and [LZC*15] as their code is not available. Still, we experimented on a 100k-point octahedron (see Figure 11), which is one of the synthetic models these authors used for validation. With 50% noise, they obtain slightly better results than ours (please refer to [LZC*15]), but at high computational cost; their parallel version is still more than twice slower than our implementation. Moreover, our method degrades better for high noise, not requiring to tune parameters. Compared to other baseline methods, we estimate sharp features better than using regression [HDD*92] and we are more robust to noise than sample consensus [LSK*10] and ordinary Hough transform [BM12].

Figure 11: Visual results of four estimation algorithms on an octahedron (100k points) with 50% noise (top line), 150% noise (middle) and 200% noise (bottom). Color scale, given on the right, maps a deviation angle to a color (red is a deviation greater than $10^2$).
Experiments on real data. We first consider the scan data of a dragon sculpture, for which an accurate mesh is available (3.6M vertices, 7.2M triangles). The dragon features sharp attributes such as fangs, horns and scales. We randomly draw 250k points on mesh faces; these faces determine reference normals. We use this subsampled point cloud to compare with [BM12] and to study the sensitivity to the neighborhood size \( K \), for different levels of noise. Unsurprisingly, when no noise is added (besides the random picking of points on the mesh), a small neighborhood provides a better sensitivity to sharp features. In this case, we only perform slightly better than [BM12]. But when noise increases, information level drops in small neighborhoods and larger ones provide a better robustness. In this more complicated setting, we perform significantly better than [BM12]. To evaluate robustness to outliers, we draw 1M random points in the dragon bounding box. With 100% noise, RMS error is 21.1°, vs 20.5° with no outliers (see Figure 13).

We then consider a laser scan of an office room. The point cloud naturally features edges, corners, as well as density variations with anisotropic bias. An exact ground truth is not known, but can be approximated from the implicit mesh structure of the depth map: we consider as reference at each point the mean normal of the surrounding faces. Although these normals can be noisy in very dense areas, they are enough for algorithm comparison. Given this pseudo ground truth, Figure 14 shows the proportion of estimated normals with angular error below a given threshold. Due to the small number of points near edges, compared to points on wide planar areas, the difference between the methods is small on average. However, normals can be locally wrong, as can be seen on Figure 15, which illustrates a detail of the scene with density variations.

Finally, we show qualitative results on outdoor scenes. Figures 7 displays a detail of the DFC 2015 aerial lidar tile in Figure 16, with robustness to density variations. Figure 17 illustrates shading with normals estimated on a sparse structure-from-motion point cloud.
distribution based on a local density estimation. Finally, to improve accuracy, we introduce a fast approach to pick points according to a normal from the accumulator. Besides, to deal with density variation, we define a totally different, CNN-based decision procedure to select rather than spherical and which is less discretized. Moreover, we reuse the idea of the Hough transform of [BM12] as well as its parameter by analyzing different scales simultaneously.

However, the multiscale approach reduces the influence of this parameter, we have to retrain the network if we need to adapt specifically to the input data. It mainly concerns the neighborhood size $K$, which controls the sensitivity to details. However, the multiscale approach reduces the influence of this parameter by analyzing different scales simultaneously.

9. Conclusion

We have proposed a novel method for normal estimation in unorganized point clouds using a convolutional neural network. Although we reused the idea of the Hough transform of [BM12] as well as its robust and efficient sampling strategy, we introduced a whole range of new features. We use a different accumulator, which is planar rather than spherical and which is less discretized. Moreover, we define a totally different, CNN-based decision procedure to select a normal from the accumulator. Besides, to deal with density variation, we introduce a fast approach to pick points according to a distribution based on a local density estimation. Finally, to improve robustness and reduce parameter tuning, we present a multiscale approach which automatically adapts to different sizes of neighborhoods, requiring basically no change in the CNN framework. As a result, we are more robust and more accurate most of the time on both synthetic and real data, although just a few times slower. We actually most often also outperform other state-of-the-art methods, even [ZCL13, LZC15] for high noise which anyway are slower.

Perspectives include the study of geometric transformations in Hough space to facilitate the learning and improve accuracy. The CNN architecture and training data can certainly also be improved, as the space of possibilities is quite large. Actually, future advances in research on CNNs should also benefit to this framework.

This method participates to a new trend in geometry processing where geometric decisions are learnt from ground-truth data, possibly biased towards a specific kind of scenes, rather than the result of explicit, manually-designed geometric computations.

Implementation details. The Hough transform is coded with Eigen (eigen.tuxfamily.org). Neighbor search in a point cloud uses nanoflann kd-tree (https://github.com/jlblancoc/nanoflann). Our CNN framework relies on Torch-nn (https://github.com/torch/nn). For experiments, we used a laptop with Intel i7 quad core and GPU NVidia GTX970m.
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